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The Los Alamos Tool-Oriented Software Development Methodology
G. Cort and R. O. Nelson, P-9

This work de=cribea the design and implementationof a comprehensive software
development ❑ethodology suitable for use by small soft,waredevelopment pro-
‘Jecta. This methodology incorporate extendve standardization, exhaustive
documentation, formal testing, peer review, rigorous configuration management
and a policY of ❑odular maintenance to produce software that is both highly
reliable and extremely easy to maintain. An automated environment consisting
of numerous Somware tools assists both developers and software managrrs with
every phase of the development process, thereby significantly reducing the
associated overheads.

A three-prongedapproach was used to define and implement the methodolo=.
First, ali components, procedures and policies to be included in the metho-
dology were defined in the facility standarda documents. Next, standard
online templates were provided to support all aspects of the software develop-
ment cycle. kst, a comprehensive set of software tools was implemented to
provide support during every phase of software development and software
management. ~ese tools automate specificationand design of software appli-
cations, code generation and documentation, change processing and conf’lgura-
tion control, as well as formal validation and verification of all software.

This work was performed to provide an environment which dramatically increases
software reliability and maintainability withost adversely effecting program-
mer productivity. To date the methodolo&y has been extremely effective in
accomplishing this Boal although further research into extending the functio-
nality of individual tools and improving human interfaces is warranted.
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Me present the detailB of a software development Metho-
dology which addresses all phases of the software deve-
lopment life cycle, yet is well suited for application
by small projects with limited resources. The methodo-
logy has been developed at the Los Alamos Neutron Scat-
tering Center (LANSCE)and was utilized durirg the re-
cent development of the LANSCE Data Acqui&ition Command
kn~uage. The methodolo~ employs a comprehensive set
of software tools to support development and maintenance
of exhaustive documentation for all software components.
?he im~ct of the methodology upon software quality and
programmer productivity 1s assessed.

Introduction

Hith the rapid advance of hardware technolo~, and the increasing complexity
of software applications, modern software systems are becoming much larger
and aignif’icantlymore dirficult to manage. For numerous reasons, these
factors have had a particularly serious impact on the qual~ty of scientific
software. Whereas large engineering organizations can devote conside-
rable resources to software management, most scientific software deve-
lopment pro~ects are characterized by small staffs with very limited
resources. That most scientific programmers have little or no familiarity
or experience with software management issues exacerbates the problem. As
a result, software developed in this environment is often fragile,
haphazardly desi~ed, difficult to use and impossible to maintain, Documen-
tation, if it existn at all, IR frequently inconsistent and inaccurate.

In order to address these problems, and with the ultimate goal of lmpro.
Ving software reliability and maintainability, the Computer Group at the
bs Alamos Neutron Scattering Center (LANSCE) has established a comprehen-
sive development methndolo~ for scientific software. This methodology
employs many of the strategies and techniques utilized by large pro-
jects to menage the software development process, but significantly reduces
the associated overheads.

\ Assumptions and ImplementationStrategy

1

The software systems that are doveloped and maintained by the LANSCE staff
can be charaoterizrd as mission-critical. (This is particularly true of the
real-time systems.) The operational lifetime of most of these syateme is



expected to be rather long--approximatelyten years. The LANSCE methodo-
logy ❑unt, therefore, promote the development of highly reliable software
that can be ❑aintained by a small staff. We baae this strategy upon three
aasumptiona.

1. Large-scale methodologies are not suitable for use by projects of small
or intermediate size. Very effective methodologies already exi9t for
❑anaging software development projects. Hi~torically, these strategies
have been pioneered by, and perfected for, large-scale software development
projects which can devote considerable vesources to applying them. These
methodologies Usually require a dedicated staff to perform time inten-
sive activities within a highly stratified ❑anagement structure. A commit-
❑ent such as this usually represents only a small fraction of the total
resources available to a large project. me LANSCE staff, however, consists
of approximately four full-time programmers and a single manager. AS would
❑ost small or intermediate size projects, the LANSCE effort would be
overwhelmed by the institution of a large scale development methodology.

2. Cding is the least important activity associated with any development or
maintenance operation. Coding should correspond to merely the translation of
a sound design into an impletnentation. The most critical development
activities am performed either before (specification and design) or
after (testing) the coding phase. Most small projects (especially those of
a scientific natUre) emphasize the cc)dingactivity, often to the com-
plete exclusion of the other phases. Reliability,consistency and maintaina-
bility are very difficult to introduce into an application during the
coding phase, so many ac!qntific applicat:.onsare charact.erzzedby very low
quality.

3* Documentation is fundamentallymore important than code. Every software
professional haa been exposed to Inadequately documented ?ode, usually
duri~ a maintenance operation. The precedence of documentation over
code, however, has far wider implications:over the entire software life
cycle, complete documentation is crucial to the successful operation of any
software system or component. In addition to adequate maintenance docu-
mentation, requirements must be fully documented (for comparison with
validation teat results). A carefully documented design is invel~able when
the software requires enhancement or repair. Exhaustive documentation
of test coverage, specific test cases and all test resultB is essential
for validation and verification of m~aequent versions. For these reasons,
the LANSCE methodology emphasizes the development of compl?te, consistent
and uniform documentation for every phase of the life cycle.

The LANSCE methodology implements thesu assumptions by applyin~ policies of
univerdal standardizationand strict modularity. Standardization of c1l deve-
lopmentlmsintenanoe activities (and the results thereof) is the simplrst
meann for promoting uniformity and completeness in the final product. TVIa
can be aooomplished without adding appreciably to the management ov,~r~
head. Standarda application and verif’lcation can often be accomplished
with automated tools, further reducing the overh~ad.

In order ‘for standards to be effective, however, ● certain level of
m~nagement commitment ja required. Of primar:fimportance is enforcement of
existing standards. Standards must be oornpuluoryand universally applied.
Voluntary standards or Belective apDlioation ~oom the erfort to failure ●t

‘t
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its inception. In the very rare instances In which exceptions are made and
standards violations are permitted, there must be significant other advan-
tages to be gained (improved functionality,clarity of expression, etc.)
othe: than ❑ere convenience.

Starxlerds, to be effective, ❑ust exist in written form. Unrecorded
conventions that are presumed to be understood by all participants are often
worse than no stindards at all. Interpretations vary with individuals,
and standardJ application subtly changes with time. Hence, the content
and uniformity of flesulting software varies radically with author and date
of developwnt.

The LANSCE facility standcrds address all aspects of the software development
project. They establish development procedures, specify the components
to be be produced during eaeh phase and define acceptance criteria. At
a lower level, they promote complete and uniform documentation by defi-
ning a partitioned documentation template and rigidly specify the informa-
tion req=insd in each partition. Coding and style standard8 are provided
to specify the implementation ianguage, to identi~ illegal control struc-
tures, to estnblish formatti~ rules (indentation levels and case rules),
to set naming conventions aml to define ❑odularity constraints.

The policy of strict modularity is defined in the facility standards
and specifies limitations for the size and contents of a software module, as
well as the allowed forms of communication between modules. The goal of
this policy is to compartmentalize the software, thereby reducing side
effects which are attributable to pathological Intermodule connections.

The LANSCE methodology limits the number of scftware routines (programs
or subprograms) per source file (module) to one. Nodule length is not to
exceed ?00 executable lines. Communication between modules must be
performed exclusively through calling parameters. Clobal common data
structures are explicitly forbidden. These rules promote the develop-
ment of small, hi8hly functional modules with simple interfaces.
Reuse of’ existing modules is therefore encouraged and maintenance can be
performed on individual modules without jeapordizingother unrelated compo-
nents.

The Lif’eCycle Approach

The LANSCE methodology is based upon a software life cycle model. The
model partitions a development or maintenance operatjon into three phases:
speoific~tion, desi~ and implementation. The implementationphase is

further subdivided into coding and testing activities.

The activities that may be performed during a particular phase of the
life cycle are rigidly specified in the facility standards. During the

specification phase, functional requirements are analyzed, 8eneral algo-
rithms are established, and top level constraint are identified. The
deei~ phase addresses the detailed algol’ithmic and procedural aspect,s
of the software product. The ooding activity translates the desire informa-
tion into
required to
verage and

the appropriate programming language. The testing aciivity 18
generate a formal test plan which specifies the test co-
which deecribes each test case in detail (purpose, inputs and

‘,
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results required to pass the test). The testing activity ❑ust also generate
a test report that contains the actual results of every test case.

Work on a particular development/maintenancecycle proceeds sequentially
through each of the phases described above. Generally, all work speci-
fied for a particular phase or activity ❑ust be completed prior to begin-
ning the subsequent phase. (The development of the test plan may, how-
ever, proceed concurrently with the coding activity.)

Peer reviews ans employed to verify the completeness, correctness and appro-
priateness of’all work performed durir~ a particular phase of activity.
Work is sub~ected to a mandatory review at the conclusion of each phase. For
extremely complex projec$.s,intermediate reviews may also be required
(e.g. a test plan reviebl).

The reviewing body is composed of the entire programming staff, the section
leader, and a representative of the user community. Collectively identified
as the Configuration ~ntrol Mard (CCB), these Individuals determine the
completeness of submittals by comparison with stindard baselines. A baseline
is defined in the facility standards for every phase and activity. Each
baseline details specific components that ❑ust be completed to satisfy the
requirements of the corresponding phase or activity.

Submittals are also reviewed for compliance with general facility stan-
dards (coding and documentation). Algorithms are critically evaluated and
required changes am identified. The reviews therefore provide a means for
identi~ing and eliminating errors at the earliest opptirtunity. This gua-
rantee that each phase of the life cycle is addressed in the appropriate
order ad in a complete ati consistent manner.

Documentation

Documentation is the cornerstone of any successful development methodolo-
&Y” The LANSCE strategy emphasizes the development of exhaustive documen-
tation for each system component during each phase of the software life
cycle. The software review process promotes the generation of complete,
uniform, accurate arxlcurreritdocumentation. C!f equal importance to the
small pl*oject Is the requirement that the documen~ation be easily managed.

One of the problems associated with large-scale methodologies IS that
al,thoughthey produce very comprehensive documentation for each life cycle
phase, this documentation exists as many separate components (requirements
documents, statements of work, design documents, user’s guides, reference
guides, etc.) and in many different forms (text, graphics or binary). The
sheer number of components makes cataloging and tracuing the vurious
versions exixemely difficult. Some entities (e.g. graphical data flow
diagrams ad structure chrts) are tedious and time consuming to produc~
and very difficult to ma!ntain. Aa a result many compon~nts become
obsolete as the project evolves, thereby undermining confidence in all
existing dqcumentat.ion. For small projects with limited resources, the
effort required to supprrr’t a documentation strategy such as this is prohi-
bitive.

The LANSCE methodology is designed to drastically reduce both the number of
h
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distinct documentation comwnents and their ❑anifestations,without severely
restricting the documentation scope. Only one ❑anifestation is permitted:
all documentation is required to be electronically readable and modi-
fiable with a text editor. Documentation which does not meet this
criterion (structure charts, for example) is reorganized to comply, or
eliminated. Unwieldy ❑edi.s (e.g. paper-only copies) are thereby elimi-
nated and the update procedure is “Amplified considerably. Because all
documentati~n is computer readable, automa~ed software tools earlbe
employed extensively to streamline much of the effort.

The number of d=umentation components is reduced to three. The first
component consists of all specification, design and maintenance documenta-
tion. This component is generated and maintained Inline within the source
code module. l%e second documentation component consisbs of a users~ guide
that describes the operation of the software and contains no design or
maintenance information. The last documentation component contains all
testi~ information and consists of the test plan (test description) and
the test report (test results).

The Inline documentation component consists of a standard documentation
template that resides at the beginning of every software module. The
template is divided into ten sections, each of which is dedicated to a
particular cate~ory of documentation. These categories are organized into
narrative documentation and tabular documentation classes.

The narrative documentation categories are fo.*mattedas paragraphs, and are
divided into sections for module purpose, hisLory, functional description,
assumptions arxl limitations, special comments, references and pseudocode.
These sections contain information documenting the requirements, previous
maintenance activities, algorithm, procedure, general data struc-
tures and special features of the associated module. Automated tools
&re pr~vided to support the generation and update of narrative documentation.

Several special components of the narrative documentation class are
notable. The pseudocode category contains a concise, but detailed
description of the module procedtlre. Pseudocode is expressed as structured
English statements associated with keywords that denote control information.
As such, the paeudooode comprises a very high level, structured program-design
langdage with fully bracketeu syntax, and is used to express the detailed
desi~ of a module. Pseudocode is easily translated into code at implementa-
tion time, yet it is ~ar simpler to comprehend for either the designer or
the maintenance programmer. Tools are provided chat forma. and verify the
syntax of this documentation.

The second special construct provided as p~.rtof the narrative documenta-
tion is a module structure chart. This documentation uses a tree structure
tu represent the hierarchical organization of the module and all subordi-
nate modules. ‘This allows a maintenance programmer to determine the
precise calli~ structure of a system or subsystem. iools are provided to
build the structul”e chart automatic~lly and to ~ormat the structure chart
in any of a~veral ways.

The tabular documentation class 18 dedicated to describing specific
data items (Symkllc constants and variables), data types and subprograms.
There are three tabular categories: interfaces (for documenting the rou-



tine’s formal Paramete.”sad external files), global identifiers (for
documenti% ob.jwts that are visible outside the declaring routine) end local
identifiers (for objects of lncal scope).

Each documentation table is organized into a series of’columns. The names
of the objects bei~ documented are listed alphabetically in the leftmost
colum. Succeeding colunns contain information which specifies base type,
attributes, param.ter passage mechanisms and other information. The right-
most colum contains a definition of the object. Every identifier that
appears in a module must be documented in one of the tabular categories.
Automat9d tools are avai~e to construct the tabular portion of the template
and complete most of the entries in each table (including,in many instances,
the description). ‘Mese tools guarantee that all identifiers are indeed
included in the tabular duumentation. In addition, the tools delete
tabular documentation for objects that no longer appear in the ❑odule,
and thereby contribute to keeping the documentation currer7.. In this manner
a complete, uniform and accurate data dictionary is maintained within the
source code.

The LANS~E methodology is designed to produ~;.progressive ati cumulative
evolutionary documentation. The LANSCE philosophy organizes all docu-
mentation according to its ir.tended audience. Documentation that is of
principal use to designers, programme,”s and maintenance personnel is
placed inline with the appropriate source code. Thus, all specifica-
tion, desi~ and maintenance documentation Is maintained within the cor-
responding source module arxlthe test plan is contained within the testing
software. This close association of documentation wtth source code has
the advantage of making all documentation immediately available with the
associated sources. This enhanced access to the documentation makes documen-
tation updates simpler to perform and less llkely to be forgotten.

The users’ guide documentation is targeted for individuals who do not
require the detailed knowledge of a developer. dsers’ gUlde8 are therefore

.

organized to contain practjcal information that is required to integrate the
eoftuare into an application. Detailed information regarding the design and
implementationof the software is deliberately omitted aa irrelevant to the
users’ needs. As such, the users’ guide documentation is maintained separ.
ately fmm the source code.

The above organization for documentation allows the various software base-
lines to be expressed entirely in terms of documentation components. In this .
manner, as the development progresses througt?each stage of the life cycle,
each baseline contributes to completing the documentation for a particular
system or mcdulc. This approach produces source modules that evolve from
their documentation. Wery module begins as an empty documentation template
that is completed in stages until, as the final step, code ia generated.

The specification baseline, for example, is comprised of 8pecific catego-
ries of n~rrative arui tabular documentation that define the requirements
and constraints for a sofiware system. The modules 1.1whjch the specifica-
tion baselitae18 built eventually evolve into the system’s executive rep.
tines. Requirements ad constraints are specified in narrative format in
the purpose, aasufrptionsarrl limitations and special comments categories.
Iieferences a~w provided as needed. Top level interfaces are defined in
the interface~ documentation table. The general algorithm is described in

,,
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the functional description narrative category.

The desi~ baseline is also constructed principally within the documenta-
tion template. Executive logic design is appended to the specification
baseline. This correspond to pseudocode that details the top level pro-
cedural flow as well as a pnliminary structure chart to document the system
calli% hierarchy. Detailed subprogram design is then accomplished by
completing all narrative documentation and the interface tabular documenta-
tion for every module in the system (as derived from the structure
chart). lhis i~ludes a functional description and pseudocode for each
module. The users’ guide is then compoBed for the software system. It
should be noted that through this point in the development no code has
been written.

Upon completion of the design baseline virtually all documentation which
is required to operate ard maintain the system is complete. Only the data
dictionary documentation and the testing documentation remain to be deve-
loped. The former can be (to a large degree) automatically generated after
the coding is completed. The latter Is developed concurrently with zhe
coding activity and as a result of executing the test procedures.

The advantages of this approach are numerous. Detailed documenta-
tion is available to guide the programmer in translating the design
into code. The resulting code is therefore much more likely to reflect
the requiremerks and design than If no such guidance were available. Seve-
ral levels of procedural documentation (functional description and the
more detailed pseudocode) are provided, thereby simplifying the implementa-
tion and future maintenance operations. Problems of omission and inaccuracy
which am normally associated with retrofitting documentation to existing code
are avoided entirely.

The test plan baseline contains documentation for each test case to be exe-
cuted. For each test case, thiB information includes a unique identifying
number, a description of the function tested, the inputs required and a
description of the expected outputs (for comparison with test results). The
test data pack Is also specified as part of the test plan baseline. The test
procedure is ultimately derived from (and will reside in the same module
as) the test test plan baseline.

The implementation baseline consists of all source modules (with com-
pleted documentation),the test plan and test procedure module, the users’
guide and the test report. In particular, all tabular documentation is com-
pleted. The implementation baseline thus emerges as a fully documented,
progressively developed software product.

Configuration Management

The last element of the LANSCE methodology is a strategy for controlling
access and tracking changes to the components of each software system.
This config~rationmanagement etrategy is baaed upon a philosophy or modular
maintenance: during the conduct of any maintenance o:>eration, only those
modules that actually require modification are made available to the mainte-
nance programmer. All maintenance operations, including a list of
modules to be modified, must be certified by the CCB prior to the inltia-
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tion of any maintenance activity.

These very strict policies derive from the mission-critical nature of the
LANSCE software: failures in system components can result in total disrup-
tion of the facility, with serious economic, political and scientific con-
sequences. By rigidly controlli% access to system sources, errors
introduced through inadvertent or unauthorized access are eliminated.
Backup configurations are provided for use in the event of the failure
of a primary system component, thereby allowing the system to remain
operational (although at reduced capability) while the primary component
is under re~lr.

The LANSCE configuration management system is built around an auto-
mated tool tht provides a secure repository for controlled modules as
well as a command language for automating confi~uration ❑anagement
activities. ~ly one individual, the Ckmfiguration Fkmager (CM), has
access to controlled modules. This itiividual Is responsible for moving
software (implementation baselines) into the controlled environment after
certification by the CCB, and for releasing ❑odules which have been
approved for maintenance to the designated maintenance programmer.

In order to request maintenance (either enhancement or repair) on a parti-
cular system or component, a work request must be submitted to the CCB. The
request is reviewed for accuracy, relevance and importance. If approved,
it is assigned to a programmer for determination of the work required
and the modules affected. The analyst’s recommendations an reviewed by
the CCB and, if approved, the designated modules are released to a pro-
grammer for modification. The standard LANSCE methodology is utilized to
perform the maintenance activities and review the results. Upon completion
and subsequent ~ertification by the CCB, the new implementation baseline
is admitted to the controlled environment.

Logs of work requests are maintained to track the status of all software
products. Automated tools am provided 20 simplify the process of comple-
ting, submitting and cataloging these requests. Other tools are provided
to automate the process of moving modules into and out of the controlled
environment as well as for rebuilding systems and libraries affected by main-
tenance operations.

Conclusions

In the preceding sections we have detailed the features of a powerful
software development methodology that is suitable for use by pro~ects of
small or intermediate size. The methodology is designed to maximize
the reliability and maintainability of software components developed
from it. TMs is done by emphasizing phases of the development life cycle
that are generally ignored by small projects: specification, design
and testing. Exhaustive documentation is progressively generated for
each phase, and the coding activity is demoted to consume minimal project
resources., A suite OT automated tools IS provided to support isll phases of
the development cffcrt.

Although the LANSCE methodology is desiped to minimize the overheads
imposed upon programmers and software managers, application of the methodo-

‘,
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logy undoubtedly increases the development time for a software product. Esti-
❑ates of the additional ti= required for software development are necessa-
rily subjective, but a conservative egtimate for this ❑ethodology indi-
cates a programmer overhead of approximately 200%. Utilization of the confi-
guration management strategy described is expected tn place a burden of an
additional 15% upon one participant.

‘Xllepredicted overheads are based upon the increased effort that must be
expended by each participant during the specification, design and testing
phases (the time required for coding should actually decreases signi-
ficantly). Peer reviews alsc consume a significant amount of time, both in
preparation and execution. In order to maintain a proper perspective, how-
ever, it must be noted that the resulting sof’twareproduct is of signifi-
cantly higher quality than a comparable system developed with traditional
methods. Documentation is complete and accurate. Formal testing Introduces
a level of reliability that cannot beattained through the ad hoc exerci-
sing that ❑ight otherwise be performed. In summary, although the
development time is tripled, the resulting Boftware is exceedingly more
reliable, ❑aintainable arrlrobust. Ibis enhanced quality is expected to
manifest itself in much longer mean times between failures as well as simpli-
fication cf enhancementfrepairactivities.

The LANSCE methodology may also be tailored to the requirements of indi-
vidual projects, particularly in terms of the degree of implementation and
accompanying overhead. The simplest subset to implement retains the
policy of evolutionary documentation and combines the specification and
design phases. No peer reviews or formal testing are performed. l%ls imr)le-
mentation si~if’icantly reduces tkie overheads associated with the methodo-
logy, although the quality of resulting software can also b~ expected to
be much lower. The addition of peer reviews provides a very powerful
means for improving software quality at the expense of increased overhead. A
formal testing program and configuration management procedures then provide
the full benefit (at maximum cost).

Whatever the degree of implementation, the LANSCE methodology pro-
motes enhanced software quality by shifting a major portion of the deve-
Iopmeni.e~fort to the early stages of the life cycle. Regardless of
project size, increased attention to specification and design issues will
always produce a better result.
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